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Celebration from our District 7 4th Annual Speech Carnival Extravaganza at our school on May 24,
2018. Celebrating Better Speech and Hearing Month!

Principal’s Message
This month I had the pleasure to see many amazing projects
and activities taken place in our school. For example, our
Family Math Night with the lower grade families, students
participating in sport activities with other schools, and
technology being used to communicate with students across
the country. Furthermore, this month we hosted the
successful Annual Speech Carnival Extravaganza. As we
approach the end of the school year, please take the next few
weeks as an opportunity to reflect over the successes and
challenges that we faced this year, but please remember to
celebrate the work that we do with our scholars and the
impact that we all have on their lives. My administration and
Students from PS 25 participating in the Annual
I celebrate your work and continuously thank you for your
Speech Carnival Extravaganza
eﬀort and dedication to the students of PS 25.

Principal,
Carmen Toledo-Guerrero
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INSIDE OUR CLASSROOMS
Pitch, Hit & Run! Prof. M. Cronin
matting

PS 25 and PS 5 collaborated for the second consecutive year on Friday May 11th to celebrate and take part in a MLB Play ball event. This
year, 4th grade students from each school participated in the Scott’s “Pitch, Hit & Run” event. In order to participate, students needed to
complete all of their school work and follow their respective school’s rules. Once there, students rotated through the three different stations,
recording their scores for most balls hit, most targets hit, pitching and fastest time running from second base to home plate. Students
displayed a tremendous amount of sportsmanship, integrity and spirit throughout the event, while learning to try their best and cheering
each other on. We could not be more proud of all of the students that participated and look forward to continuing and expanding this event
for years to come and to spread the joy and benefits of baseball to so many children who do not have the opportunity to learn or compete
in the South Bronx.

Math Family Night - Prof. J. Centeno,
Prof. E. Bonilla and Prof. R. Ventura
Our lower grades celebrated a “Math Family Night” event in which they
promoted family outreach and engagement through hands on math
activities a few weeks ago. The event was a big success with
numerous families participating in the event. The event was possible
through the collaboration of Prof. Centeno, Prof. Bonilla and Prof.
Ventura and Assistant Principal E. Acabeo. Families were engaged in
several demonstrate children improve mathematical reasoning through
hands-on activities.

Math Family Night at PS 25

Texas and Bronx Connection! Prof.
M. Wagner and Prof. K.
Gartmayer
Students in classroom 4-402 have been working on writing
letters to their pen pals from Zavala Elementary School in Texas
thanks to a collaboration with Apple. Finally, this month students
in classroom 4-402 under the supervision of Prof. Wagner and
Prof. Gartmayer, had the opportunity to FaceTime with their pen
pals in Texas. Scholars at both side of the country were eager to
ask questions and put a face to the pen pals.

Prof. M. Wagner facilitating the FaceTime interview
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